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Speech

Remarks of Oliver Frese, Chief Operating Officer
Koelnmesse GmbH
Press briefing for Kind + Jugend 2022

on 8 September 2022
10:00 a.m.
on the stage of the Trend Forum
Hall 10.2, 10.2 B 50 / C 59

Dear ladies and gentlemen,
dear trade fair guests,

I am very pleased to be able to welcome you to Kind + Jugend 2022.

The most important meeting point for the international baby and toddler outfitting
industry will finally open its doors again. For three days, around 500 suppliers from
44 countries will be presenting a varied and international offering. The trade fair
will this year once again feature a wealth of products that buyers can touch and try
out, as well as many personal encounters and discussions, in the course of which you
can clarify all questions and matters directly with the supplier.

The importance of trade fairs, meaning the event on location, has of necessity been
put to the test in the past few years. Digital platforms, online forums, e-congresses
and many other new digital formats were experimented with as alternatives to the
personal encounter. In some cases with admirable success. However, not 100 percent
convincingly.

Something was missing.

For this reason we also reported that the "trade fair does good“ last year after the
conclusion of the RE-START Edition of Kind + Jugend 2021. Because, although the
trade fair was only a small, high-quality event under the circumstances of the
ongoing pandemic, it brought supply and demand directly together, as a real
experience between real people, with real products and discussions.

Especially in this industry, defined by thoughts of the coming generation, of parents
and their children, of health and well-being, of love of play and responsibility, the
factor of the human being is also a top priority in business life.

Which is why we are also very pleased that this once again impressive number of
exhibitors is exhibiting at Kind + Jugend this year. We are also pleased at the
exceptional composition. Besides large, leading companies and brands, there are
many excellent, medium-sized and smaller suppliers who together offer the
procuring trade a diverse and inspiring information and order platform.
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toddler outfitting industry – a key feature that sets it apart from many other
industry trade fairs worldwide.

This year, the exhibitors come from all areas of the baby and toddler outfitting
sector and include products from the segments of strollers, child seats and carriers,
children’s furniture and room furnishings, safety and monitoring, fashion and
streetwear for babies and pregnant mothers, toys for kids and, of course, care and
nutrition.

85 percent of the exhibitors once again come from abroad, for the most part from
European countries and Turkey. However, companies from China, India, Israel,
Canada, Korea, Pakistan, Taiwan, Thailand, Singapore and the USA will also be
represented at this year's trade fair. This international dynamic is also a special
trademark of Kind + Jugend.

As a pure trade fair, Kind + Jugend caters especially to international specialist
retailers and wholesalers, online retailers, drugstores, furniture stores, purchasing
associations and importers. One might say, Kind +Jugend links analogue and digital
sales channels as a central trade hub.

Thanks to its clear trade fair concept, Kind + Jugend is also an excellent platform
for start-ups and young founders who want to expand their business reach. Ten
companies from nine countries, including Singapore, Latvia and Israel, will once
again use the attractive participation opportunities of the start-up area to test
whether their products are ready for market.

The stand for young innovative companies sponsored by the Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Climate Action also presents up-and-coming companies in the
sector – in this case especially from Germany.

We have deliberately concentrated and streamlined the event programme presented
by Kind + Jugend this year.

The Trend Forum here on the central event stage will be geared even more
deliberately and specifically to the needs of industry and trade. One theme here is
online marketing. The Amazon marketing agency Movesell will also provide, among
other features, orientation for future decision making. Trends will once again be
presented by our partner Trend Bible, which also offers individual trend
consultations here at the trade fair. Sustainability, an important theme at the trade
fair, will also be addressed in lectures.

Trade fair guests can experience a new theme in the special event "Immersive
Shopping". This is found directly next to this forum. Here, innovative technologies
and features, which can be used in B2B and B2C channels for digitally providing
product information and product configurations in an attractive way, will be
presented. These include, for example, augmented reality and 3D configurations.
The aim of the special event organised jointly by Koelnmesse and ARkid from FOKUS
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KIND Medien is to stimulate incentives and ideas for digital business models that
facilitate experience-oriented shopping.

We are especially pleased to be able to present the "Innovation Award" again this
year. 81 products were submitted and once again provided the international jury
much occasion for discussion. Here too, we would like to thank you for your
dedication, dear jury. All of the nominated and winning products are on display as of
today in the special event adjacent to us.

However, we will especially honour the winners here on this stage right away at
11:00 a.m. For the first time, by the way, in nine instead of the previous eight
categories. With the "World of Sustainability", we will provide sustainable products,
a matter of great importance for the industry, special visibility at Kind + Jugend.

I am really looking forward to very soon honouring all the winners.

One more word about our Kind + Jugend app: we have integrated a networking
function as a new feature. This allows visitors, and of course also the media, to
network with manufacturers. This is especially easy when the exhibitor scans the
trade fair visitor’s badge on the spot with their mobile phone and the shared
information is then stored directly on their smartphone. This of course also works in
the reverse direction.

And because very many visitors have already registered in advance of the trade fair,
we are very optimistic that this Kind + Jugend will be a success for all participants.

Mr Kahnt will soon have something to say about the mood in the industry and about
the themes of relevance to industry and commerce. I am looking forward to what
you have to say to us, Mr Kahnt.

Ladies and gentlemen, together with our outbound fairs pueri Expo in Sao Paulo and
Kind + Jugend ASEAN, which will be held for the first time in Bangkok in 2023, Kind +
Jugend in Cologne offers the entire industry a global commercial platform that also
takes regional needs and requirements into account.

We are pleased to once again be able to fire the starting shot for the industry and
for our trade fairs for the international baby and toddler outfitting industry.

Stand: 06.09.2022
Kürzel: hac
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Generation COVID Boomer 
Birth rate stabilises turnovers 
 

Cologne, 8 September 2022 

 

The highest birth rate since 1997 stabilises the turnovers of the baby and 

children's outfitters. In the year 2021, according to the estimate of the IFH 

Retail Consultants, parents spent just under Euro 2.6 billion in the first three 

years of their children's lives. Hence, they invested 5.4% more than in the 

previous year. This figure corresponds to approx. Euro 1,105 per child. "The 

record-breaking birth rates in March last year already pre-announced the 

fact: The year 2021 experienced a true baby boom and gave the trade a 

boost," stated Steffen Kahnt, Chief Operating Officer of the German 

Association of the Toy Retail Trade (BVS) 

 

According to the provisional data of the Federal Statistical Office 795,492 

children were born last year. Around 22,000 more than in 2020. Is this the 

start of the Generation COVID Boomer? The fact that a particularly high 

amount of children were born in the fourth quarter of 2021, implies a 

connection with the second COVID lockdown in the winter of 2020/21. The 

number of births per woman also rose in 2021 for the first time since 2017, 

namely from 1.53 children in the year 2020 up to 1.58 children per woman 

in the year 2021. 
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Prams: Trend towards brighter colours 

In addition to the quality, the design is of course also decisive when buying a 

pram. Here the manufacturers are proving to have a good nose for trends 

this year too. Alongside eye-catchers like a MERCEDES BENZ COLLECTION for 

instance, many models are also shining out in bright colours. Whereas in the 

past years black, grey and beige shades dominated the scene, more and more 

mustard or green-coloured designs can be found. According to the market 

research company, Interconnection Consulting, the Germans bought a total 

of 720,755 prams (incl. buggies) in 2021. This corresponds to an increase of 

3.2% in comparison to the previous year. However, a growth in turnover of 

11.6% was achieved, which is due to the price increases. Disruptions in the 

supply chains and rocketing transport and logistics costs are the price 

drivers here. In spite of the strong birth rates, the investments in prams 

didn't suffice to match the pre-pandemic level. 

 

 
Children's car seats: Recovery in 2021 

In 2021, the market for children's car seats recovered slightly from the losses 

in 2020. According to Interconnection Consulting, the Germans purchased 

around 2.2 million children's car seats last year - that is 2.6% more than in 

the previous year. By contrast, a strong growth in turnover of 16.7% was 

recorded, which as in the pram segment was above all attributable to price 

increases. The manufacturers also proved to be innovative regarding 

children's car seats this year. Whereas the trend went towards reboarders 

for years, the manufacturers are now favouring seats in which the child faces 

the direction of travel. The innovation allegedly offers up to 50 percent more 

safety than conventional children's seats that face in the direction of travel 

and comes as the first children's seat with an integrated full-body airbag. 
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Outlook for 2022: Increase in breast-feeding products 

According to GfK Trade Panel, the market for Mother and Child Accessories 

declined by -8% during the first six months of 2022. Whereby the decline in 

turnover applied for both the online business (-6%) and for the stationary 

trade (-11%). Above all the high-turnover categories children's car seats and 

prams are also affected here. The growing inflation and the insecurity in the 

face of the war in the Ukraine are putting the dampers on the spending 

mood and are forcing people to economise. Nevertheless, there are still 

growing markets. The breast-feeding products section, which is being 

pushed by the turnover growth of electric breast pumps, increased by 6% 

compared to the first six months of 2021. Whereas parents in Germany spent 

Euro 117 on average for an electric breast pump between January and June 

2021, the average price in the first six months of 2022 is Euro 126.  

 

Toys for babies and toddlers: +2%  

In 2021 the Germans spent more money on toys for babies and toddlers. 

According to the Toys Consumer Panel of the npd group, the turnover for 

toys for under 3-year-olds rose by 2%. If one counts everything that 

according to the npd group statistics is purchased for under 3-year-olds, such 

as sand toys, Lego, Duplo, board games or bobby cars, the Germans spent 

around Euro 682 million in 2021.  

 

 
 
 
German Association of the Toy Retail Trade (BVS) 
The BVS represents the interests of the toy retail trade for all sales channels and company size 
categories in Germany. It is affiliated with the German trade association (HDE), the federal 
state associations of which provide the delegates for the BVS general assembly. Associate 
members are the most important purchasing cooperatives of the industry. 
 
Steffen Kahnt (Executive Director) Tel:   (49+221) 2 71 66-10 
Franziska Köster (Project Manager)  Tel.: (+49-221) 2 71 66-15 
 E-mail bvs@einzelhandel-ev.de 
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Optimism ahead of Kind + Jugend

Around 500 providers from 40 countries ++ Varied and
international offerings, including many well-known companies and
brands ++ Focused lecture program, Innovation Award and new
Immersive Shopping special event ++ Extended app features

Your contact:

Christine Hackmann
Tel.

+49 221 821-2288
e-mail

c.hackmann@koelnmesse.de

Koelnmesse GmbH
Messeplatz 1
50679 Köln
P.O. Box 21 07 60
50532 Köln
Germany
Tel. +49 221 821-0
Fax +49 221 821-2574
www.koelnmesse.com

Executive Board:
Gerald Böse (President and Chief
Executive Officer)
Oliver Frese

Chairwoman of the Supervisory
Board:
Mayor of the City of Cologne
Henriette Reker

Headquarters and place of
jurisdiction:
Cologne
District Court Cologne, HRB 952

Kind + Jugend, the most important meeting point for the international baby and
toddler industry will finally open its doors again on 8 September 2022. Over the
three-day event until 10 September 2010, around 500 suppliers from 40
countries will be presenting an extensive and international range of products and
services. This year, Kind + Jugend will once more feature a wealth of products
that buyers can finally touch and try out again. Suppliers and interested persons
will have the opportunity to find answers to their questions and network in
person. 

The number and composition of exhibitors therefore offer an excellent information
and order platform for buyers. As a pure trade fair, Kind + Jugend caters especially
to international specialist retailers and wholesalers, online retailers, drugstores,
furniture stores, purchasing associations and importers. The focus is on high-quality
products for the baby and toddler industry – a key feature that sets it apart from
other trade fairs.

This year, the exhibitors come from all areas of the baby and toddler sector and
include products from the segments of strollers, child seats and carriers, children’s
furniture and room furnishings, safety and monitoring, fashion and streetwear for
babies and pregnant mothers, toys for kids, and care and nutrition. Once again, 85
percent of the exhibitors are from abroad.

Along with numerous leading manufacturers and brands, visitors will also find
beautiful and important products from many small and medium-sized suppliers at
Kind + Jugend. In addition, there will be special exhibition areas for start-ups and
young innovative companies from Germany.

Among the well-known manufacturers who will participate this year are ABC Design,
Britax Römer, Bentley, Delta Children, Motorola, Gesslein, Hartan, Jollein, Leclerc
Baby, Lässig, Mutsy, Osann, Paidi, Pearhead, Recaro, Roba, Schardt, Skip Hop,
Sterntaler, TFK, Thermobaby, Thule, Träumeland, Uppababy and Vulli. Most of the
exhibitors at Kind + Jugend this year come from European countries and Turkey. In
addition, companies from China, India, Israel, Canada, Korea, Pakistan, Taiwan,
Thailand, Singapore and the US will also be represented at the trade fair. The full
list of exhibitors can be found on the Kind + Jugend website.

Start-up area und young innovative companies from Germany
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Thanks to its clear trade fair concept, Kind + Jugend is also an excellent platform
for start-ups and young founders who want to expand their business reach. Ten
companies from nine countries, including Singapore, Latvia and Israel, will use the
attractive participation opportunities of the start-up area to test whether their
products are ready for market.

The stand for young innovative companies sponsored by the Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Climate Action also presents up-and-coming companies in the
sector – in this case from Germany.

In order to make the trade fair visit even more effective, also with regard to the
three-day duration of the fair, Koelnmesse has significantly streamlined the event
programme.

The Trend Forum presentations will be geared even more closely to the needs of
industry and trade. While trends in an international context are still a key topic,
online marketing will also be considered from different perspectives. In addition to
experts from Trendbible, presentations by Amazon-Marketing-Agentur Movesell will
also provide an orientation for future decision making. The issue of sustainability
will also be addressed in the lectures.

The Innovation Award will be presented again, with nine categories this year for the
first time. In addition to the familiar categories reflecting the focal points of the
trade fair, the topic of sustainability will now be premiered. The World of
Sustainability will create particular visibility for sustainable products, which is of
great importance for the industry. Since its introduction in 2005, the Innovation
Award has enjoyed a high level of recognition and acceptance in the sector due in
large part to the jury of industry professionals with extensive and valuable
expertise. The jury will nominate several products from the approximately 80
submissions received this year. The winners will also be chosen from this selection.
All of the nominated products will be presented together with the award-winning
products at the trade fair in an attractive special event.

This year’s Kind + Jugend will embrace a new theme with the special event 
Immersive Shopping. This refers to the use of innovative digital technologies and
features in B2C and B2C channels for providing product information and product
configurations in a visually appealing way. This includes augmented reality, 3D
configurations and games that offer relevant content as well as engaging elements.
The aim of the special event organised by Koelnmesse and ARkid von FOKUS KIND
Medien is to stimulate incentives and ideas for digital business models that facilitate
experience-oriented shopping.

In addition to easy and well-structured access to exhibitor data and hall plans, the
extended Kind + Jugend app also includes a useful networking feature. It allows
visitors to network easily with manufacturers and set up appointments. Networking
is even easier when the exhibitor scans the visitor’s badge on the spot with their
mobile phone and the shared information is stored directly on their smartphone.
This also applies for trade visitors. The digital ticket required for exhibitors, visitors
and media representatives to access the trade fair is also stored in the app. Please
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note that all tickets are available exclusively online (no on-site ticket sales).

Koelnmesse – industry trade fairs for the children’s first years segment:
Koelnmesse is the world’s top trade fair organiser in the premium baby and toddler
products segment. At the trade fair grounds in Cologne/Germany, the leading
international trade fair Kind + Jugend is an established, central industry platform for
the global trade and ordering business and presents an annual showcase of the latest
products, trends and innovations. In addition to the event at its Cologne
headquarters, Koelnmesse is expanding its portfolio internationally: Pueri Expo in
São Paulo/Brazil is the largest trade fair in Latin America for premium baby and
childcare products, bringing leading Brazilian and international brand manufacturers
together with buyers and retailers from across the region with a carefully targeted
approach. In South-East Asia, Kind + Jugend ASEAN will celebrate its premiere in
Bangkok in 2023.
Further information: https://www.kindundjugend.com/fair/industry-sector

The next events:
Kind + Jugend - The Trade Show for Kids' First Years, Cologne 08.09. - 10.09.2022
Kind + Jugend ASEAN - The Premier Trade Show for Baby & Kids Products in ASEAN,
Bangkok 05.04. - 08.04.2023
Pueri Expo - International Trade Fair for Baby & Childcare Products, São Paulo
24.04. - 26.04.2023

Note for editorial offices: 
Kind + Jugend photos are available in our image database on the Internet at www.
kindundjugend.com/imagedatabase in the “News” section. Press information is
available at: www.kindundjugend.com/Pressinformation

If you reprint this document, please send us a sample copy.

Kind + Jugend on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/kindundjugend

Kind + Jugend blog:
http://news.kindundjugend.de

Kind + Jugend on Twitter: 
https://twitter.com/kindundjugend

Your contact:
Christine Hackmann
Communications Manager

Koelnmesse GmbH
Messeplatz 1
50679 Cologne
Germany
Telefon: +49 221 821 2288
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E-Mail: c.hackmann@koelnmesse.de
www.koelnmesse.com
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Kind + Jugend 2022 with a focused event
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Innovation Award, lectures and the new "Immersive Shopping"
special event
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It is the most important and recognised prize in the baby and toddler outfitting
industry: the Innovation Award, which is presented at Kind + Jugend. Nine
categories will be evaluated for the first time this year instead of eight. In addition
to the previously familiar categories reflecting the exhibition focal points of the
trade fair, the topic of sustainability will now also be premiered. The "World of
Sustainability" will create particular visibility for sustainable products, which is of
great importance for the industry. Since its introduction in 2005, the Innovation
Award has enjoyed a high level of recognition and acceptance in the sector, due in
large part to the jury of industry professionals with extensive and valuable
expertise. The jury will nominate a selection from the approximately 80 submissions
received this year. The winners will also be chosen from this selection. All of the
nominated products will be presented together with the award-winning products at
the trade fair in an attractive special event, so that visitors to Kind + Jugend can
acquire an excellent overview of the most important trends of the industry. The
winners will be honoured on 8 September 2022 at 11:00 a.m. on the Trend Forum
stage.

The Trend Forum of Kind + Jugend is the hub for information and networking.
Exciting lectures on current trends and important industry topics will take place on
the stage in Hall 10.2. on 8 and 9 September 2022. The entire programme will be
targeted to the needs of industry and trade. Thus, the experts of the international
trend agency TrendBible, based in the UK, will once again elaborate on the
developments of the coming season. "Baby & Kids 2023 Macro Trends" is the title of
the first session taking place on Thursday. Friday will deal specifically with "Baby &
Kids 2023 Design Trends". On both days, TrendBible will also offer trend
consultations; an important tool for all those looking for more detailed information.

The theme of sustainability will be addressed in a lecture by the OEKO-TEX expert
Markus Tiemann. The focus here is on transparent supply chains and the importance
of credible communication. There will alos be a lecture on the topic of recycling.
KAOS, a Norwegian company specialising in sustainable products and concepts, will
report on this.

Light will also be shed on online marketing from a variety of perspectives, including
by experts from Movesell, the leading agency for Amazon marketing. Additional
themes, like the creation of a meaningful shop video, will also be discussed at the
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Trend Forum. Product presentations for online marketing will provide the focus of
the lecture from Studio Volpi, an international agency for innovation and corporate
development.

The afternoon of the second day of the trade fair (Friday) is reserved for start-up
companies, which will introduce themselves in brief presentations.

This year’s Kind + Jugend will embrace a new theme with the special event
"Immersive Shopping". This refers to the use of innovative technologies and features
in B2C and B2C channels for providing product information and product
configurations in a visually appealing way.

Trade fair visitors have the possibility to interactively explore various state-of-the-
art product presentations in the digital sector. The presentations deal with themes
like virtual shopping, immersed e-commerce, secure online shopping for expecting
parents and the use of artificial intelligence for baby products and toys.

The section is divided into four stations representing different innovative
technologies and covers the following areas of interest:
- Augmented reality in product visualisation for B2B and B2C
- 3D product configurators with the best UX cases
- Artificial intelligence in the field of product development and marketing
- Exclusive virtual reality preview/walk through digital commerce
And finally, one will also find an entertaining and educational video game.

The aim of the special event organised by Koelnmesse and Focuskind Medien is to
stimulate incentives and ideas for digital business models that facilitate experience-
oriented shopping.

Start-up area (Hall 10.2)
Ten companies from nine countries, including Singapore, Latvia and Israel, will once
again use the attractive participation opportunities of the start-up area to test
market maturity and expand the action radius of their products.

The stand for young innovative companies (Hall 10.2), sponsored by the Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action, also presents up-and-coming
companies in the sector – in this case especially from Germany.

Kind + Jugend is the most important meeting point for the international baby and
toddler outfitting industry and will take place from 8 to 10 September 2022 in
Cologne. Expected are around 500 providers from 40 countries, including both
leading companies and brands, as well as smaller and medium-sized providers.

Admission tickets are only available online. Exhibitors and visitors can use new
networking tools with the expanded trade fair app.

All information and the current exhibitor list:

www.kindundjugend.de / www.kindundjugend.com
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Koelnmesse is the world’s top trade fair organiser in the premium baby and toddler
products segment. At the trade fair grounds in Cologne/Germany, the leading
international trade fair Kind + Jugend is an established, central industry platform for
the global trade and ordering business and presents an annual showcase of the latest
products, trends and innovations. In addition to the event at its Cologne
headquarters, Koelnmesse is expanding its portfolio internationally: Pueri Expo in
São Paulo/Brazil is the largest trade fair in Latin America for premium baby and
childcare products, bringing leading Brazilian and international brand manufacturers
together with buyers and retailers from across the region with a carefully targeted
approach. In South-East Asia, Kind + Jugend ASEAN will celebrate its premiere in
Bangkok in 2023.
Further information: https://www.kindundjugend.com/fair/industry-sector

The next events:
Kind + Jugend - The Trade Show for Kids' First Years, Cologne 08.09. - 10.09.2022
Kind + Jugend ASEAN - The Premier Trade Show for Baby & Kids Products in ASEAN,
Bangkok 05.04. - 08.04.2023
Pueri Expo - International Trade Fair for Baby & Childcare Products, São Paulo
24.04. - 26.04.2023

Note for editorial offices: 
Kind + Jugend photos are available in our image database on the Internet at www.
kindundjugend.com/imagedatabase in the “News” section. Press information is
available at: www.kindundjugend.com/Pressinformation

If you reprint this document, please send us a sample copy.

Kind + Jugend on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/kindundjugend

Kind + Jugend blog:
http://news.kindundjugend.de

Kind + Jugend on Twitter: 
https://twitter.com/kindundjugend

Your contact:
Christine Hackmann
Communications Manager

Koelnmesse GmbH
Messeplatz 1
50679 Cologne
Germany
Telefon: +49 221 821 2288
E-Mail: c.hackmann@koelnmesse.de
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